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Abstract: By employing accurate state-of-the-art many-elec-
tron quantum-chemistry methods, we establish that monocyclic
carbon rings can accommodate Li guest atoms. The low-lying
electronic states of these endocircular systems are analyzed and
found to include both charge-separated states where the guest
Li atom appears as a cation and the ring as an anion and
encircled-electron states where Li and the ring are neutral. The
electron binding energies of the encircled-electron states
increase drastically at their highly symmetric equilibrium
geometries with increasing size of the ring, and in Li@C24,
this state becomes the ground state. Li is very weakly bound
vertical to the rings in the low-lying encircled-electron states,
hinting to van-der-Waals binding. Applcations are mentioned.

Introduction

Carbon allotropes are both simple and complex at the
same time. They are simple, because they are made of only
one elementary substance in relatively high symmetries.[1–3]

On the other hand, they are molecules with many geometrical
structures, e.g., spherical fullerenes,[4] planar graphenes,[5]

cylindrical carbon nanotubes,[6] carbon cyclic rings,[7] etc.
Their large variety in geometry results in intriguing complex
electronic structures. For example, fullerenes can form both
compacted valence bound states (hybridizing from valence
orbitals), and diffuse superatomic bound states (hybridizing
from higher unoccupied orbitals),[8–15] when they accept an
extra electron.

Carbon rings have attracted great attention due to their
connections to the formation process of other carbon
allotropes.[16–20] The abundance in ion chromatography ex-
periments[21] of carbon monocyclic rings shows the impor-
tance of studying large carbon monocyclic rings, especially
even number monocyclic rings with either equal or alternat-
ing bond lengths. However, there are obstacles in studying
these important allotropes. Due to the difficulty to synthesize
carbon rings and to determine their structures experimentally,

theoretical approaches play an important role in determining
their structures. In addtion, it is still an ongoing challenge to
determine the correct energetically favorable structure of
carbon rings by applying the popular density function theory
(DFT).[22] Thus, to study properties of carbon rings accurately,
one has to choose reliable ab inito methods, such as coupled-
cluster method.[23]

Encapsulating or accommodating guest atoms by carbon
allotropes, like fullerenes,[24] graphenes,[25] and carbon nano-
tubes,[26] are well-accepted ways to extend the range of
applicability. We concentrate here on alkali atoms as guest
atoms. There are many investigations on carbon allotropes
with alkali guest atoms,[24–32] which show that they possess
interesting geometrical and electronic structures and have
much potential for applications. Here, we briefly mention
solar cells,[33,34] superconductive agents,[35,36] and supercapaci-
tors.[37,38] As shown in our previous accurate numerical
studies, the electronic structures of endohedral alkali ful-
lerenes vary with different sizes of carbon cages and different
alkali atoms. Endohedral alkali fullerenes can form charge-
separated (CS) electronic states[28, 31,39–42] as well as non-
charge-separated states like caged-electron (CE)[32] and split-
electron (SE)[43] states. Surprisingly, to the best of our
knowledge nothing is known on carbon rings encircling
a guest atom like Li or other alkalies. Do such endocircular
systems exist as stable entities and if yes which kind of
electronic states do they support?

Our main goal is to provide answers to the above
questions and to compute accurately the low-lying electronic
states of Li@Cn with n = 12, 16, 20, 24, employing state-of-the-
art coupled-cluster methods. The numerical effort involved in
the respective computations is rather excessive for the larger
endocircular rings, but the found interesting variation of the
results with the ring size justify the effort.

Results and Discussion

In the calculations we start with the ground states of the
cations Li+@Cn (n = 12, 16, 20, 24) computed employing the
coupled-cluster singles and doubles (CCSD)[23] method. Being
closed-shell, these states suitably serve as the reference states
in the calculation employing the equation-of-motion coupled-
cluster method for electron affinities (EA-EOM-CCSD),[44]

where the ground and excited states of the neutral Li@Cn are
computed by adding an electron to the reference cationic
ground state. The binding energy of this excess electron
(EBE) in a given state of Li@Cn is by definition the energy
difference between the energy of the ground state of the
respective cation and that of this neutral state at a specified
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geometry, i.e., the energy gained by adding the electron at
that geometry.

Considerable attention has been paid in the literature to
the structure of even carbon rings.[45, 46] These rings are usually
divided into two types C4m+2 and C4m, where m is an integer.
The former satisfies HgckelQs rule and may possess aroma-
ticity.[47, 48] Aromatic Cn rings exhibit Dnh symmetry, while the
nonaromatic Cn rings have alternating bonds which appear in
three versions[45, 46] in which (i) only the bond angles alternate
(Dn

2h symmetry), (ii) only the bond lengths alternate (Dn
2h

symmetry) and (iii) both bond lengths and bond angles
alternate (Cn

2h symmetry). Bartlett and co-workers reported
based on coupled-cluster calculations[49] that the equilibrium
geometry of the ground state of the neutral C20 ring belongs to
class (ii), i.e., D10h symmetry, and similar findings can be
expected for the other Cn rings we investigate here, as
discussed in the literature.[50–52] To stress this issue further, we
computed here the geometries of the carbon rings C12, C16,
C20, and C24 using the CCSD method. The results are collected
in the Supporting Information (Table S3).

We start our discussion on Li@Cn by placing Li at the
center of the carbon ring and optimizing the geometry of the
neutral endocircular Li@Cn (n = 12, 16, 20, 24) systems in
their electronic ground states in the respective Dn

2h symmetry.
Other geometrical setups and the issue of symmetry breaking
will be discussed later. The optimizations and all other
calculations are done using the full Dunning triple-z (cc-
pVTZ) basis sets for the carbon[53] and lithium[54] atoms
employing the CCSD and EA-EOM-CCSD theory as imple-
mented in the CFOUR program package.[55] The results are
collected in Figure S1 and Table S1 of the Supporting
Information. To be able to assess the geometrical changes
due to adding the excess electron to the respective cations, we
have also optimized the geometry of the electronic ground
states of the Li+@Cn (n = 12, 16, 20, 24) cations in Dn

2h

symmetry. This has been done using the above basis sets at the
CCSD level of theory. These results are also collected in the
Supporting Information (Table S2).

It is illuminating to inspect the impact of inserting the
guest Li atom into the center of the carbon ring. We analyze
this impact in two steps. By comparing the geometries of
Li+@Cn in Table S2 with those of the Cn rings in Table S3, we
first realize that the accommodation of the Li+ cation in the
center of the carbon ring has essentially a vanishing impact on
the geometry of the ring. Adding now an electron to Li+@Cn

in order to produce the neutral Li@Cn does, however, have an
impact on the Cn rings. The lengths of the C@C single bonds
slightly increase and that of the triple bonds slightly decrease
for n = 12, 16 and 20 while there is no change of the bond
lengths for n = 24. A different behavior of Li@C24 from the
other members of the series is also seen by inspecting the
values of the bond lengths themselves. The lengths of both the
C@C single and triple bonds slightly decrease when going
from n = 12 to n = 20 while Li@C24 possesses longer single C@
C bonds. The bond lengths of neutral Li@C24 are found to be
similar to those of its cationic counterpart (see Table S1 and
Table S2 in Supporting Information). The different behavior
of Li@C24 originates from the different nature of its ground
state which is discussed below.

We are now in the position to discuss the electronic states
of Li@Cn. The low-lying states of Li@Cn (n = 12, 16, 20, 24)
are collected in Figure 1. As we shall discuss below, there are
two types of electronic states. Charge-separated (CS) states
where the excess electron is on the carbon ring and the guest
atom appears as Li+ cation, and non-charge separated states
where the ring stays essentially neutral and the excess
electron is on the guest atom and encircled by the ring. We
call the latter states encircled-electron (EE) states. The two
types are shown in Figure 1 in different colors, CS states in red
and EE states in blue. Interestingly, the energies of these two
types show different trends. While the EBEs of the CS states
either decrease or stay essentially constant, those of the EE
states grow substantially with increasing ring size.

Let us first discuss the CS states. The low-lying CS states
2B2g and 2B1u of all species are nearly degenerate and their
EBE reduces from about 6.3 eV for Li@C12 to 4.7 eV for
Li@C24 in nearly constant steps of about 0.5 eV per additional
4 carbon atoms (slightly more for Li@C24 because its ground
state is EE in which the ring radius is slightly larger than in the
lowest CS state). The origin of this EBE-decrease is the
reduction of the electrostatic interaction of Li+ and the
negatively charged ring in the CS states with the growing
radius of the ring. To better understand the electronic
structures of the 2B2g and 2B1u states and their near degener-
acy, we have computed the respective singly occupied natural
orbitals (SONOs) which describe the excess electron in the
presence of all the electron correlations in the species. The
SONOs of the CS states of Li@C20 are shown in Figure 2. As
the CS states are similar in all systems, we chose the CS states
of Li@C20 as an example. The electron clouds of the states
resemble their counterparts in the monocyclic ring anion
C20

@ .[50] The electron clouds of the SONOs of 2B2g and 2B1u are
perpendicular to each other and since the atomic contribu-
tions overlap only little, their structure explains the near
degeneracy. A few words on the higher CS states, i.e., 2Eau and
2Eag (a = 2, 3, 4, 5). The EBEs of these states are smaller,

Figure 1. The binding energies of the low-lying electronic states of
Li@Cn obtained at the EA-EOM-CCSD level of theory at the optimized
Dn

2h symmetry of the respective ground state. For more details see text.
Charged-separated states are shown in red and non-charge-separated
states are colored in blue.
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change only slightly with the ring size and become pairwise
nearly degenerate as the ring grows.

We now turn to the EE states shown in Figure 1 in blue.
The EBEs are seen to increase steadily with the size of the
ring encircling the excess electron. The state 2A1g is the state
of largest EBE. In this state the binding of the excess electron
increases from about 3.3 eV in Li@C12 to about 5.2 eV in
Li@C24. The EBE is expected to increase to 5.4 eV in the
Li@Cn series for infinitely large n, where it becomes the
binding energy of the 2s electron of the free Li atom.
Interestingly, due to the increase of binding in this EE state
and decrease in the CS state lowest in energy with ring size,
the 2A1g EE state becomes the second excited state of Li@C20

and even the ground state of Li@C24.
In Figure 3, we collected the images of the SONOs of the

2A1g states of Li@Cn. One sees the fascinating changes of these
SONOS with growing ring size. In Li@C12, the SONO is
squeezed so badly that its density looks like that of a p-type
orbital although the 2A1g EE state is the s-type EE state

stemming from the 2s orbital of atomic Li. Due to the high
density outside the ring, the EBE of the corresponding state is
the smallest among all the four 2A1g EE states of Li@Cn. In
Li@C16, the ring is a bit larger and the SONO corresponds to
a spheroid with a narrow waist. This narrow waist is not
observed in Li@C20 and Li@C24, due to the larger rings. The
larger is the electron density near the center the larger is the
EBE of the 2A1g state. As mentioned above, the 2A1g state is
the s-type EE state stemming from the 2s orbital of Li. The
next EE states are 2A2u and 2E1u which stem from a triply
degenerate p-type orbital of Li. Being encircled by the carbon
ring, the p-type EE state splits into 2A2u and 2E1u states.

Investigation of the smallest endohedral Li fullerene, the
Li@C20 fullerene, shows that the ground state is a CS state and
at its optimized geometry Li+ is in the center of the cage.[31] In
the larger Li@C60 endohedral fullerene the ground state is
also CS, but the Li+ sits off-center.[28, 39, 40] The first excited
state of this system is a non-charge-separated state and in this
state the Li guest atoms favors the central position.[32] In even
larger Li endohedral fullerenes like Li@C180, calculations
indicate that the ground state has become non-charge-
separated and Li again favors to be in the center of the
cage.[32]

Naturally, the question arises whether symmetry breaking
is to be expected for the CS and EE states of the various
endocircular Li@Cn systems investigated here.

To test the stability against distortion of Li of the
optimized structures in Dn

2h symmetry discussed above, we
calculated in addition all the vibrational frequencies of the
ground states at their respective optimized geometry of
neutral Li@Cn (n = 12, 16, 20) at the EA-EOM-CCSD/cc-
pVTZ level of theory. For completeness we also computed the
vibrational frequencies of the 2A1g state of Li@C20 as an
example for a low-lying EE state at its own optimized Dn

2h

geometry. All the vibrational frequencies are shown in the
Supporting Information (Table S4). The frequencies serve for
the following analysis but are also of interest by themselves.

From the frequency analysis one sees that the smallest
endocircular system Li@C12 indeed possesses its energy
minimum in Dn

2h symmetry. This resembles the situation of
the smallest endohedral Li fullerene discussed above. Ob-
viously, moving the Li+ cation away from the center leads to
a distortion of the ring or cage which costs more energy than
the gain by having a larger electrostatic attraction with the
charged ring or cage. For the CS ground states of Li@C16 and
Li@C20, the frequency analysis shows that the true ground
state geometry is symmetry broken such that the system is
planar but Li+ is not in the center. What happens to the
geometry of the EE states which constitute a low-lying state
of Li@C20 and even the ground state of Li@C24, at Dn

2h

symmetry? The calculations of the vibrations clearly show
that the ring is certainly Dn

2h but the now neutral Li is very
weakly attracted by the carbon ring and can move vertically
out of the plane of the ring. We shall address this interesting
situation below.

Computing the expected symmetry broken geometry of
the CS states of the larger endocircular systems employing the
EA-EOM-CCSD approach is beyond our current capabilities.
To nevertheless have an idea of the resulting CS structures, we

Figure 2. Image of the singly occupied natural orbitals of the low-lying
charge-separated states of Li@C20. a) 2B2g, b) 2B1u, c) 2E4g, d) 2E4u. For
the 2E4g and 2E4u states, the SONOs of only one component are shown.
The surfaces shown enclose 80 % of the electron density.

Figure 3. Image of the singly occupied natural orbitals of the encir-
cled-electron 2A1g states of Li@Cn. a) n = 12, b) n =16, c) n =20,
d) n =24. The surfaces shown enclose 80 % of the electron density.
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carried out DFT calculations using the long-range corrected
functional WB97XD.[56] Since the high-accuracy calculations
show that Li@C12 is of Dn

2h symmetry, this system can serve as
a test assessing the quality of the DFT. The geometries
obtained by DFT for the lowest CS state of all systems are
reported in Table S5 and shown in Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information. Clearly, the Li+ in the CS states is off-center and
the negatively charged carbon rings are distorted to Cs

symmetry. This applies also to Li@C12 which makes clear
that DFT fails to reproduce the correct geometry of this
system.

Due to limited computational resources, we are not able
to apply the coupled cluster method to optimize the off-center
geometries of Li@Cn. From the frequency analysis we have
performed, it is clear that for n = 16, 20 and 24, the Li+ in the
CS states lowest in energy should be off-center. In the absence
of better methods, we have thus used DFT to obtain the off-
center optimized geometries for these states and computed
their total energies and EBEs via the EA-EOM-CCSD
method at these geometries. The results are collected in
Figure S3 in the Supporting Information. Comparison with
the energy diagram in Figure 1 shows that the symmetry
breaking does only slightly stabilize the CS ground state of
Li@C16 and more that of Li@C20 and Li@C24, and destabilizes
the EE states at the respective distorted geometries. One
should keep in mind that at the optimized geometries of the
EE states themselves the carbon rings are of Dn

2h symmetry. At
this symmetry the ground state of Li@C24 is an EE state. At
the geometry of the symmetry broken CS state lowest in
energy, this EE state, of course, has a smaller EBE than at its
optimized Dn

2h geometry and the EBE of the CS state
increases and this state becomes the global ground state
(see Table S8 in the Supporting Information).

Let us return to the 2A1g EE state of Li@C20. As
mentioned above, this low-lying state is the second excited
state of the system and at its optimized geometry the carbon
ring possesses Dn

2h symmetry while the neutral Li guest atom is
very weakly bound to the ring. To better understand the
nature of the states, we performed a potential energy surface
scan of the three lowest in energy states of Li@C20 along the
vertical out-of-plane direction starting at the planar equilib-
rium geometry of the 2A1g EE state. The results drawn in
Figure 4 show that the Li guest atom in the EE state can
nearly freely move vertically out of the carbon ring plane. The
EA-EOM-CCSD calculations predict that the equilibrium
distance of Li from the plane is 0.28 c and the dissociation
energy breaking the Li-ring bond to be around 0.07 eV (see
Supporting information, section S5). A similar situation is to
be expected for the 2A1g EE state of Li@C24.

Conclusion

Similar to other carbon allotopes, monocyclic rings can
accommodate guest atoms such as Li. The low-lying elec-
tronic states are the relevant states, which determine the
chemical activity of systems, have been accurately computed
for the endocircular Li@Cn (n = 12, 16, 20, 24) compounds and
found to possess interesting properties. Two kinds of states are

present in the series: charge-separated with Li+ cation
encircled by the negatively charged ring, and encircled-
electron states where a neutral Li is embedded in the ring.
When the ring is small, the electrostatic interaction between
Li+ and Cn

@ is large favoring CS states. In addition, the outer
valence electron of Li is strongly squeezed by the ring which
disfavors EE states. With increasing radius of the ring and Li
in its center, the electrostatic attraction and the squeezing
decrease. As a result, the electron cloud of the encircled Li
valence electron states becomes more spherical stabilizing the
EE state. At the same time, the CS states destabilize and the
energy gap between the CS ground state and the lowest in
energy EE state reduces. In Li@C24, the encircled-electron
state then already becomes the ground state. Off-center Li
leads to distorted rings favoring, of course, the CS state which
at such an optimized structure is found to be the global
ground state.

The very different nature of the CS and EE electronic
states calls for applications. In the CS state the guest atom is
strongly bound to the ring as it lost an electron to the ring and
appears as Li+ interacting electrostatically with the negatively
charged ring. In the EE state, the Li is neutral and we have
shown that it is very weakly bound to the ring by Van der
Waals forces. Let us take Li@C20 as an example. In its ground
state its structure is symmetry broken, the Li+ is off-center
and the carbon ring distorted. If one excites the system, for
instance by a laser, to the second excited electronic state
which is an EE state, the ring undergoes a structural transition
to a highly symmetric D10h structure and a neutral Li atom is

Figure 4. Potential energy surface cuts along the A2u mode which
describes the motion of the Li atom vertical to the plane. Shown are
the cuts for the three lowest in energy states of Li@C20, a) ground
state 2B2g, b) first excited state 2A1g and c) second excited state 2B1u. At
the starting point, the geometry is the planar equilibrium geometry of
the encircled-electron 2A1g state of the Li@C20 (D10h symmetry). It is
seen that at this geometry the three states are nearly degenerate and
that the Li atom can essentially move freely vertical to the plane in the
2A1g encircled-electron state. At the minimum of its energy, the out-of-
plane distance of Li is 0.28 b and Li is bound to the carbon ring by
Van der Waals bonding. Energies (cm@1) are relative to that at the D10h

minimum.
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released from the system. In this way, the system can be used
as a Li donor to neighboring systems which can undergo
a reaction with this Li or bind it. We anticipate that a similar
behavior is also taking place if the endocircular Li@C20 is
embedded in a suitable environment. We briefly mention that
the capacity to insert and extract Li is an important property
for Li-Ion batteries[57–59] and hope that the present investiga-
tion sheds additional light on the possibilities to bind and emit
Li atoms.
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